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CHALLENGE
E Ink Corporation needed a secure audio
conferencing solution with expansive
coverage to connect their global
workforce with corporate teams and
external partners.

SOLUTION

RESULTS

PGi’s GlobalMeet audio conferencing
solution was deployed to drive collaboration and connect employees and
clients across the U.S. and Asia.

The organization has increased their
ability to effectively communicate with
internal teams, saved on travel costs
and improved their team collaboration
process with GlobalMeet.
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“The GlobalMeet Outlook Toolbar
feature has been a game changer
for us. Employees love how easy it
is to set a quick meeting with their
colleagues or customers while in
their Outlook email.”–Shankara
Sarvendram, Director of IT
A brief post-call meeting summary is
also a favorite amongst E Ink workers,
as it quickly provides a detailed recap
of what occurred on the call.

Scalability

Better Value

As E Ink continues to expand their

More than anything, E Ink loves the

business beyond consumer and
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mobile devices, they have set their

without having to compromise on

sights on increasing their market
share in the smart tag, digital
signage and architecture segments.
With this strategy, more prospects
and customers are entering the
mix, broadening their need for a

quality. Being able to collaborate with
global employees, customers and
prospects at a low price point allows
them to focus less on meeting their
budget and more on the future and
success of their business.

trustworthy, reliable and high-capacity
conferencing solution.

“I would recommend GlobalMeet to
companies, large and small, based

Secure Connection
With security and privacy top of mind, E
Ink’s management team wants to know
exactly who is entering their meetings
when discussing company news,
projects and upcoming strategies.
Having guests sign in and the ability
for hosts to lock their meeting room at
the start helps ensure these security
needs are met.

Reduced Travel Costs
With the ability to host meetings from
anywhere, E Ink has seen reduced
travel costs. US-based employees are

on cost alone. For the features and
functionality included in the solution,
it just can’t be beat.”–Shankara
Sarvendram

now able to connect and collaborate
across time zones. This has specifically
made a large impact on their ability
to effectively manage projects and
deadlines with their parent company
based in Taiwan. For those unable
to join meetings, E Ink utilizes the
on-demand recording feature to send
replays.
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